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Simple, yet sophisticated. Small, yet significant. 

Introducing Gnomo Moods: a writing companion full of surprises!



NIB:

MATERIALS:

GRADES:

FILLING SYSTEM:

DIMENSIONS:

Fountain Pen

Rollerball Pen

TRIMS:

Montegrappite, Sterling silver

18K Gold

Cartridge, Converter

Sterling silver

FEATURES
LIMITED EDITION

MODEL:

Diameter

Weigth

Length (Closed)

Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Oblique Medium, 
Broad, Double Broad, Oblique Broad

ISGNM_AG ISGNM_AS ISGNM_AB

MONTEROSAMENTA GHIACCIAIO

13,5  mm 13,5  mm

80 mm 80 mm

24,7 g 28 g circa



ISGNMRA_GISGNM_AG ISGNM_AS ISGNMRA_S ISGNM_AB ISGNMRA_B

MONTEROSAMENTA GHIACCIAIO



WEIGHT: DEPTH:WIDTH: HEIGHT:

PACKAGING
SPECIAL

43 g 56 mm116 mm 55 mm



Mobile modern lifestyles pose many challenges, but should 
never demand compromise. Gnomo Moods is made to go 
anywhere. Practical and purse-friendly, its ingenious lipstick 
format offers all the emotion of full-scale luxury writing – at a 
fraction of the size.

With a capped length of only 80 mm, Gnomo Moods 
expands to offer luxurious writing experience. Delicate 
herringbone detailing on sterling silver characterises a 
writing instrument designed to shine, clad in fashionable 
textures of Montegrappite artisanal resin.

Three colours of Menta (mint green), Ghiacciaio (ice 
blue) and Monterosa (mauve) make their debut in 
the Montegrappa line-up. Made to a special in-house 
formula, Montegrappite features unique organic 
textures that ensure no two models are exactly alike.

The Gnomo silhouette reinvents a design from 
Montegrappa’s mid-century archives. After a sold-out 
celluloid edition, this latest series confirms its standing 
as a contemporary luxury accessory. Its charms are 
limited to a lucky few, with only 100 pieces made in each 
colour and mode.



Artisanal fabrication in Italy’s foremost pen 
manufactory is a path to magical writing moments. 
Expert design and material selection ensure reliable, 

spritely response from every stroke.

The natural charms of Gnomo Moods extends to 
its unboxing. A miniature wooden case houses both 
writing instrument and a made-to-measure, mock-

shearling pouch. 

Montegrappite artisanal resin has an integrity and 
complexity not found in conventional acrylics. 
Local, boutique production means more care, more 

nuance and less wastage.

Short stature means fountain pens are supplied by 
cartridge ink. A top-drawer writing block design 
features a 5 mm, 18K gold nib with pristine Greek-

fret engraving.
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